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Wilder Survives
Ortiz, Looks
Toward Joshua
By Don Stradley

ate in the fifth round Deontay Wilder lashed out with his right hand and Luis Ortiz’s body quaked.
Like all true power punchers, from Joe Louis on down to Mike Tyson, Wilder makes opponents do
funny things when he hits them. Even Ortiz, a Cuban southpaw built like a bull and nicknamed “King
Kong,” wobbled as if his nervous system had short-circuited, giving the 14,069 customers at Barclays
Center in Brooklyn a reason to roar. Prior to this moment, it had been a strange fight, with both big men
hesitant to step forward and do anything. With scary suddenness, Wilder made it appear as if the prefight hype
was true, that these were two dangerous heavyweights out to do damage. When he saw Ortiz tremble, he fired
the right again, hit him on the head, and dropped him.

I

t came too late in the round, though. Ortiz survived, and like
a self-cleaning oven, used the rest period to invigorate himself. His corner warned him that Wilder was going to come
out like a crazy man to finish him off, so Ortiz was told to
stay calm. Like a pro, Ortiz came out shooting his jab and
made Wilder back up. The fight then reverted to what it had been
before the fifth, a craftless, clumsy thing. It wasn’t great art but
it was interesting, like a cave painting. By the seventh, however,
Wilder was hurt and heaving around the ring. Somehow, his pencil
thin legs kept him upright, while Ortiz battered him like the storm
that had chewed up the northeastern coast just a day earlier.
Then it was Wilder’s turn to show his recuperative ability. During the next few rounds, with what has become an almost supersized confidence in his punch, Wilder gradually composed himself,
and went about luring Ortiz in so he could nail him again. Along
with his deadly right hand, Wilder’s arsenal is a mix of groping jabs
and wild, looping slaps. At times it doesn’t look like his legs and
arms are working together; to say he is amateurish is not quite true,
because amateurs know something about balance. But he started
finding the range again, and in the 10th he exploded. Twice more
he knocked Ortiz to the canvas. After the second knockdown, with
Ortiz now looking even older than his alleged 38 years, referee David Fields waved the fight off without bothering to count. The right
hand, the best snake-whipping punch since the heyday of Tommy
Hearns, did most of the dirty work.
“A true champion always finds a way to come back,” Wilder
said later. “And that’s what I did tonight. Luis Ortiz is definitely a
crafty guy. He put up a great fight. We knew we had to wear him
down.” When asked about the near calamitous seventh, Wilder
denied that he had been seriously hurt, but added that he was glad
it happened. “I was in the whirlwind,” he said. “I showed y’all that
I can take a punch.”
Ortiz was considered a lively opponent and a real threat to

break Wilder’s unbeaten streak. He took the loss well. “I was too
comfortable out there,” Ortiz said through an interpreter. “You
can’t be that way against a fighter like Wilder.”
Ortiz should’ve learned his lesson when he got his first whiff of
Wilder’s powerful right hand in the fifth. Wilder was a bit off his
game, such as it is, and seemed troubled by Ortiz’s style. He didn’t
look exactly like America’s best heavyweight, but he can change
the tone of a fight with one shot. It must feel good to enter the ring
with such an equalizer, something akin to Dirty Harry Callahan
strolling through a bad neighborhood with his .44 Magnum.
Wilder wasn’t snapping his jab as he has done in other fights; he
seemed content to hang it out in front of Ortiz’ nose only to have
it swatted down. Southpaws, especially smart ones like Ortiz, are
never easy, and that could account for Wilder’s troubles. Though
the ringside judges had Wilder slightly ahead, Ortiz was still in the
fight when the heavens fell in on him.
After the bout there was much hyperbole from Wilder’s camp
about how he had “walked through the fire,” and showed that
he was a real champion. Wilder, too, talked a lot, explaining how
meditation has helped him harness the powers of the universe. He
also got somber for a second, lamenting that he can never make everyone happy. “I know the critics out there will say I do too much
windmilling, but my style is what wins,” he said.
It’s true that one looks at Wilder in the ring and wishes he would
pay more attention to form. If he would be more consistent with
his left jab to create the opening for his heavy metal right, he’d be
a marvel. Then again, to be undefeated in 40 bouts with 39 knockouts, he’s already a marvel. He likes to agitate, too, having in recent
months set social media aflame with his comments that he’d beat
Tyson, and any other old-school champs. “Whether it’s old school,
or new school, there aint no school where I’m not the king,” Wilder said, having fun with the idea and keeping his name hot. Against
Ortiz, he actually stopped once in mid-round and drew back his

right hand like an archer drawing a bow. Wilder is something. We
may not be sure what, but he’s definitely something.
“I wanted to burn him out,” Wilder said. “When you get a southpaw you know it’s going to take a little time. I didn’t want to rush in.
I tried to set him up and it took a little longer than I wanted, but a
true champion knows how to adjust.” Ortiz, who went into the fight
undefeated in 28 bouts with 24 KOs, spoke politely of Wilder. Both
men are fathers of young daughters with physical challenges, and
there was certainly a mutual respect between the winner and loser.
“I feel fine,” Ortiz said. “It was a great fight and I performed well.”
Whether Wilder was trying to burn Ortiz out, or was simply
struggling with an experienced, savvy fighter is not certain, but he
remains the WBC heavyweight titleholder, and if he’s not must-see
television yet, he should be. When you can hit a man known as
“King Kong” on the chin and put him on his hands and knees, you
deserve some attention. “This is a fight I took with great risk so
that I could prove to the world that I’m the best,” he said.
At the beginning, though, it looked like the fight might be a
bust. The fireworks that came made up for the dismal early rounds.
“Luis Ortiz was one of those fighters that everyone ducked.
Even champions ducked him,” Wilder said. “I wondered why it
took so long for him to get a title shot, and now we know.”
In the future, we may look back at this bout and see it as either
a sign of Wilder’s remarkable courage under pressure, or proof of
his frailties, a sign that he can be had. We won’t really know until
some years from now when his story is over.
For getting knocked out, Ortiz received roughly a half million bucks. For winning, Wilder’s paycheck looked to be around
two million.
There is now the unbearable wait to see if Wilder will face Anthony Joshua, the young British giant who owns the WBA and IBF
title belts, as well as a huge following in the United Kingdom. That
bout, provided Joshua wins against Joseph Parker later this month,

will be a heavyweight spectacle, the likes of which we haven’t seen
in years, and a well-deserved payoff after nearly two decades of
competent but bland heavyweights.
In some ways, Joshua and Wilder mirror each other. Both are
tall, young, and brash. Both can hit. Both can be hit. Both want
to be the top man in the heavyweight business. For the moment,
names like Tyson, Lewis, and Klitschko feel old and faded. Even
names like Mayweather and Pacquiao seem like part of a remote
past. We have two new ones to think about. A new era is taking
shape. We should be happy.
We should be damned happy. ★
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